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ABSTRACT
User attributes including online behavior history and demo-
graphic information are the keys to decide whether a user is
the right audience for an advertisement. When a user visits
a website, the website generally plugs a browser cookie string
(‘bcookie’ for short). The bcookie is then used as an identi-
fier to collect the user’s online behavior, as well as the joint
key to link user profile attributes, such as demographic infor-
mation and browsing history. However, the same users can
have different bcookies across different browsers and devices.
Moreover, bcookies can expire after some period, be cleared
by browsers or users. This situation of bcookie discounting
typically introduces both performance and delivery prob-
lems in online advertising since advertisers are hard to find
the most receptive audiences based on the user profile infor-
mation. In this paper, we try to tackle this problem by using
an ‘assistant identifier’ to find the linkage between different
bcookies. For most of the Internet company, in addition to
the bcookie information, there are always other identifiers
such as IP address, user agent, OS type and version , etc.,
stored in the serving log data. Therefore, we propose an
unified framework to link different bcookies from the same
users according to those assistant identifiers. Specifically,
our proposed method first constructs a bipartite graph with
linkages between the assistant identifiers and the bcook-
ies. Next all attributes associated with each bcookie are
propagated along the graph using the state-of-the-art ran-
dom walk model. Offline comparative experimental studies
are conducted to confirm that by enriching the bcookie at-
tributes we can recover 20% more online users whose bcookie
information is lost, which is greatly helpful to delivery more
budget spending with a little loss in precision of predicting
converted users. On-product evaluation further confirms the
effectiveness of the proposed method.
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1. INTRODUCTION
After many years of exploration, online advertising has be-

come more mature with very large market shares. In 2014,
spendings on online advertising approached more than 50
billion dollars in the whole world [5]. Different from tradi-
tional media advertising like TV and newspaper, the online
advertising systems know more about the users’ attributes
including their demography information and propensities in
products, which are noted by some registration information
and user online behaviors. Thus the online advertising is ca-
pable of serving more proper advertisement to the users, and
meanwhile yields more returns for the advertiser by the pre-
dictable user response. Therefore the key to the success of
online advertising is the completeness of the user attributes.

To simultaneously protect the privacy of users and collect
the users’ attributes from their registration information and
behavior history, the online users’ browsers are assigned a
browser cookie (‘bcookie’ for short) by a website when they
first visit this website. The website then track the users’s
activity until the bcookies expires or deleted by the users.
However, as studied in literature [3][8], users may frequently
clear their cookies (so called ‘cookie churn’ problem), and
one user may associate with multiple bcookies when they
are working with multiple browsers or multiple devices. As
a result, most of the bcookies we are dealing with typically
have fragmented user attributes or even no user attribute at
all.

To provide a better personalized advertisement serving
experience, one essential step is to identify the underlying
real user behind the bcookies so that we can link the frag-
mented user information among a set of bcookies together
to form a complete user profile. In [8], the author provided a
thorough study of whether using a single user identifier (in-
cluding IP address, user agent, bcookie) or the combination
of user identifiers can correctly identify a user client host.
The study shows that bcookie is the best user uniqueness
identifier except the registrated user ids and the major rea-
son for the bcookie mismatch is the cookie churn problem.
However, this task is difficult due to the lack of real user
level identification information.

In the literature, there are several studies [3][2][9] that fo-
cus on linking the bcookies together according to whether
they belong to the same browser or device. In [3], the au-
thors propose a graph coloring method to cluster the bcook-
ies with no lifetime overlap (since they belong to the same
browser) and similar in their behavior patterns including vis-
iting webpage categories and IP used. They use the Yahoo
toolbar id as the ground truth to measure the performance



of their method. The method has limited applications due
to the fact that all bcookies form the same users needs to
be stored in the same browsers; however, since users may
switch to different browsers or different devices frequently
nowadays, this method is less applicable to mobile related
advertising business. Yen et al. in [9] studied the problem
of assigning the search queries to multiple users working on
a single machine. Comparing to the bcookie grouping task,
this problem assumes there are fixed machine identifiers so
the problem is simplified. In summary, most of the exist-
ing approaches only concern the correctness of the bcookie
grouping (into one host client or browser), and less studies
have been made on whether clustering the users to enrich
the bcookie attributes really improves the performance of
applications like advertisement recommendation.

In this paper, we propose the solution to a more general
problem of enriching bcookie attributes from a set of the
bcookies which are likely to arise from the same underly-
ing user. Based on the enriched user attributes, we also
study the performance improvements on the advertisement
recommendation problem. Our study is conducted on Ya-
hoo advertising serving logs. For each raw log, the user is
not only identified by bcookie, but also other identifiers like
IP address, user agent, device type, etc. We build a bi-
partite graph by linking the bcookies to another identifier
(let’s call it ‘assistant identifier’ in the following sections)
according to the logs, and enrich the attributes associated
with each bcookie by the propagation method that executes
the state-of-the-art random walk algorithm with an itera-
tive updated transition probability on the graph, so that
the bcookies can transmit their attributes to the ones which
are strongly linked to them by the assistant identifier. The
intuition behind this method is that bcookies that shares
similar assistant identifiers are likely to be raised from the
same underlying user or the closely connected group of per-
sons (like the family members). Since we are dealing with
large scale data with billions of bcookies every week, the
proposed method is designed to support parallel computing.
We also study the performance of the proposed enrichment
method by the application of finding potential customers in
advertisement recommendation. Experimental results con-
firm that, by enriching the attributes of the bcookies, we are
capable of discovering more potential customers for online
advertising even for bcookies without any history.

1.1 Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The pro-

posed algorithm to enrich the bcookies’ attributes are de-
tailed in Section 2. The performance study of enriching the
bcookies’ attributes for finding potential customers in ad-
vertisement recommendation is presented in Section 3. We
conclude the proposed method in Section 4.

2. ENRICH THE BCOOKIES’ ATTRIBUTES
BY ATTRIBUTE PROPAGATION

To enrich bcookies’ attributes by graph propagation be-
tween ‘linked’ bcookies, we need to solve two key issues: (1)
find the linkage and the strength of the linkage between dif-
ferent users; (2) since we are working on large scale internet
company level data, the computational algorithm should be
scalable well. Specifically, we conduct our study on Yahoo’s
display advertising platform.

Figure 1: (a) Illustration of building the linkage be-
tween bcookies by the assistant identifier (IP ad-
dress), when a bcookie and an IP appeared together
in a log, we link them by an edge; (b) demonstration
of the method to compute the transition probability
between nodes for random walk.

2.1 Find linkage between bcookies
In the advertising logs, besides the bcookie, the user in

each serving log is also indexed by other user identifiers
including the IP address, user agent, device type etc. Al-
though the bcookies themselves are independent to each
other, some of them may have the same IP addresses, user
agents, etc. We use these identifiers as ‘assistant identifiers’
to link different bcookies. According to our data analysis,
among these assistant identifiers, the IP address is the most
informative one compare to others and is more robust with
the smallest missing rate in logs. In this paper, we carry out
our study by using IP address as assistant identifier.

As illustrated in Fig. 1 (a), we build a bipartite graph
to represent the connection between IPs and bcookies. A
link between an IP node and a bcookie node is formed only
when they appeared in one serving log together. In reality,
there are some commercial IPs shared thousands of users,
and there are also fraudulent bcookies fake their traffic as
coming from hundreds of IPs. These connections will bring
noises to the graph. Hence, we deploy the following pre-
filtering strategies before propagation to remove the suspi-
cious bcookie-IP pairs.

1. Abnormal impression volume rule: filter out bcookies
with number of impressions larger than threshold1

2. Abnormal IP address association pattern: filter out
bcookies associated with more than threshold2 of IPs

3. Commercial IP address rule: filter out IPs associated
with more than threshold3 of bcookies

In our experiment, we analyze the data for one month and
set the thresholds as threshold1 = 10000, threshold2 = 50
and threshold3 = 100. These rules may filter out the signif-
icantly suspicious bcookie-IP pairs but leave the nonsignif-
icant ones still in the graph. As we will present in the fol-



lowing sections, we use edge weighting method to minimize
the impact of these noisy pairs.

2.2 Propagate bcookie attributes by random
walk

We propose the following two assumptions when design-
ing the propagation algorithm on the bipartite graph: (1)
when two bcookie nodes shares many IP addresses, they are
likely to belong to the same underlying users or a closely
connected groups of people (like family members); (2) the
more outer links a node (IP or bcookie) has, the more likely
the node would be some fraudulent IPs/bcookies or com-
mercial IPs, and we are less confident in transmitting their
attributes to their linkagees. Regarding to criterion (1), we
define the transition probability between nodes according to
markov chain formulation [4]. Starting from a node vs, the
probability of arriving at ve in t step is:

P t(vb, ve) =

{
w(vb, ve) if t = 1∑

k w(vk, ve) · P t−1(vb, vk) if t > 1
(1)

where w(vi, vj) represents the transition probability from vi
to vj , and is equal to 0 when there is no edge between them.
By defining the transition probability this way, when two
bcookies share more IP nodes in common, they transmit
their attributes to each other with higher probability.

Considering the criterion (2), we design the edge weight
(transition probability) from node u to v in the bi-direct
graph according to the random walk model [6], i.e.

wu,v =

{
1/2 if u = v

1/(2 ∗ d(u)) if u and v are linked
(2)

where d(u) is the outer degree of node u. In this way, the
edge weights between nodes are asymmetrically defined and
the more outer links a node has, the less confident it can
transmit its attributes out to other nodes. An example to
compute the transition probability between nodes is shown
in Fig. 1 (b). For the node A, its out-degree is 3, such that
its transition probability to each outer links (to node C, D
and E) are 1/6, and 1/2 to itself.

According to this design, for each attribute associated
with a bcookie, we set its initial weight to be 1, then, we
transmit the attribute with the transition probability de-
fined in the graph and set its weight in the target bcookie
(or IP) according to Eq. 1. The final attribute set associated
with a node can be determined by thresholding the weights
of these attributes.

Since the markov chain propagation process can be per-
formed by matrix multiplication [4], and in our case, most
items in the transition matrix defined on Eq. 2 is 0. We
employ the distributed sparse matrix multiplication method
in [1] to compute propagation probability between nodes as
Eq. 1 to compute the final attributes associated with each
nodes and their weights. There is a debate between the
number of iterations we should perform. On the one hand,
when we run more iterations of attribute propagations, we
can have more information for the bcookies, however, these
informations is more likely to contain noise; on the other
hand, when we iterate less, we are more confident in the
final bcookie attributes, but we will still face the lacking
of information phenomenon. In Fig. 2, we show the result
of the enrichment performance changes when using differ-
ent numbers of iterations. It can be seen, after 3 iterations,
the number of bcookies being enriched does not increase too

Figure 2: Illustration of the enrichment performance
changes using different number of iterations.

Table 1: Performance in bcookie attributes enrich-
ment. Here, ‘new’ means the user has no attributes
in our logs and ‘old’ means the users are associated
with certain attributes

Method percentage of new percentage of old users
users being enriched being enriched

IP grouping 20.5% 19.7%
Propagation 20.6% 20.8%

much under more iterations. Hence, we only perform 3 iter-
ations as our experimental protocol.

3. EXPERIMENTS
We conduct extensive offline and online evaluation of the

proposed method on Yahoo’s display advertising platform
which serves billions of bid request per-day. Since most of
the existing works [3][2][9] try to group the users according
to their underlying real-world users, we use the user group-
ing method as a benchmark for comparison purpose. The
benchmark method proceeds as follows: first, we apply the
same pre-filtering rules as in Section 2 to remove the fraud-
ulent/commercial IP addresses and bcookies from the data.
Then, we compute the number of impressions (the num-
ber of log items) Nbcookie,IP for each < bcookie, IP > pair,
and assign the bcookie to the IP with the largest number of
Nbcookie,IP . Finally, the attributes sets of all the bcookies in
the same IP group are shared to each other to enrich their
attribute set.

Nowadays, the advertisers begin to concern more about
the conversion rate of their advertisement, i.e., the number
of bcookies found by our system can finally purchase the
products related to the recommended advertisements. In
this paper, we use the purchase history as the attributes
for bcookies to study the performance changes. However,
the proposed method can be applied to any attributes for
bcookies.

We collect one month’s advertisement serving log data to
perform the attribute enrichment experiment. There are
more than one billion of unique bcookies appeared in the
logs. The enrichment impact is illustrated in Table 1. We
can see that both the propagation method and the grouping
method enriched about 20% of bcookies previously recorded
with no purchase history, this is a large contribution to solve



Figure 3: Illustration of the performance changes in advertisement recommendation when applying the
enrichment methods.

Table 2: On production performance.
Increase in revenue Increase in conversion rate

1.86% 1.92%

the cold start problem of our system. Since we are more in-
terested in the quality of the enrichment process, we conduct
experiments on advertisement recommendation performance
improvements. Specifically, we focused on the purchase pre-
diction improvement brought by the enrichment methods.
We use the item-based collaborative filtering algorithm [7]
to predict the potential purchased products of the bcook-
ies and recommend them with the advertisements related
to these products. In the experiment, we select the top 50
recommendations with score larger than 0 from the output
the collaborative filtering algorithm.

We use the enrichment results above, and the following M
(M = 3, 6) days’ bcookie advertisement serving history and
purchase history as the ground truth to evaluate the perfor-
mance. Fig 3 provides the performance changes brought by
the attribute enrichment methods. As can be observed from
the result, the propagation based method is capable of dis-
covering more converters (the bcookies purchase the prod-
ucts related to recommended advertisements) and reaching
more online users than the grouping based approaches. Since
in the online serving, there are competition between different
advertisements and different advertisement bidding systems,
larger reach rate gives the system more chance to win the
recommended bcookies for certain advertisements.

3.1 On production test
We put the propagation based enrichment method for on-

line test on two campaigns for two days. The online system
runs by combining a set of recommendation modules in a
comparative manner. To simplify the implementation, we
directly recommend an IP list for each campaign associated
with the recommended bcookies. The results are presented
in Tab. 2. Compare with the performance of the previous
two days (the same weekdays as the testing days), we see
the improvement in both the revenue (which is related to
the number of advertisements impressions we served) and
the conversion rate.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we try to solve the fundamental problem of
cookie loss, which leads to the result that user information
becomes fragment. This problem is important because it in-
troduces significant performance and delivery drop for online
advertising business. In this paper, we propose to link the
bcookies through the ‘assistant identifiers’ which are logged
together with the bcookies in advertising serving logs. The
attributes of the bcookies are then enriched based on the
linkage. Instead of finding ground truth data for validat-
ing the correctness of the attribute enrichment, we evaluate
both the online and offline advertising recommendation to
proof the effectiveness of the proposed methods. As future
work, we would like to incorporate more user attributes to
improve the performance of our proposed method.
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